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Pell Grant and workstudy cuts before the Senate
Jessica Coder
Staff Reporter

Proposals to cut Pell Grant and work
study programs have risen since February, sending most of the nation into a fluster of frustration and panic. The House
passed HR 2127, a bill that cuts $4 billion
from the Department of Education, which

means that financial aid for higher education will be suffering. Now the bill is
before the Senate.
According to the Feb. 15 edition of the
New York Time s, slightly more than
700,000 students received a little over
$1,000 in wages in the 1993-94 academic
year for working in a variety of on-campus jobs, from clerical support to serving

as tutors. The re are currently 800
workstudy students on this campus.
Right now, the maximu m Pell Grant
award that each qualifying student can
receive is $2,300 per year, for seven years.
After the proposal of HR 2127, the maximum amount awarded to students would
be increased to $2,400 per year, and the
minimum amount of money granted to

Pell Grant qualifiers would be increased
from $400 to $600.
Aside from this, the bill would also decrease the funds from $6.2 billion to $5.6
billion in 1996. As a result, those who
have part-time jobs may not be eligible
for the Pell Grant, but those who are eligible will be awarded more r:,oney.
According to the American Council on
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For Your
Information

Kathy Clemente

Today- Club Recruitment Fair
in the Science Quad from 11
a.m.-1 p.m.
AMA club meeting from noon
to 1 p.m. in the Business Building, room 118.
CKI club meeting at noon in
COAS 259.
Tomorrow- Trade Show in the
Science Quad from 11 a.m.to 1
p.m.
Saturday- Reggae Fest '95 at
the UC Circle from 8 p.m. to
midnight.
In case of rain it will be held
in the Ballroom.

Staff Reporter
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~p was expected," David Zuniga,

t of acbnlmom and records, said.

State

Effective this school semester,
Rio Grande Valley teachers can
now expel a student for taking a
gun to school or for talking back.
The "zero tolerance" law gives
teachers the right to remove a
student from a classroom for misbehaving.
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A two-week-year-old girl
was killed by the family dog
while she was sleeping in her
crib while her parents were
sleeping in the next room .
Scott Wilkenson woke up to
find his daughter's bloodied
body in her crib Sunday moming. He then noticed that his pet
chow chow had a blood-stained
coat.

.,

World

NATO launched another series of airstrikes Tuesday in
hopes of forcing rebels to withdraw from Sarajevo. The attacks went on for about an hour.
Because of bad weather Tuesday night airstrikes were cancelled until weather conditions
improved.

]le said a lot of students apparently decided
to enroll at South Texas Community College
The latest "-'',·-"-/., ., ,~••:..
•""' '·- _
In McAllen. The enrollment of students atshow a dlecrusli=
imdlng_STCC this fall is 3,341, a jump from
fall.
Currently, ere
1 "';537 students en• list year's statistics. STCC had an estimated
~Bed. While upperdmmen enrollment has ~ students enrolled in its opening last year.
Kara Guerra, a second year student at
Increased four percent, there was a two perSTCC,
does not believe the increase in stucent drop in the sophomore clas&
There was a significant 12 % drop in the dents has hindered the availability of refreshman class. These calculations do not sources at the college in any way.
An official enrollment figure will be availinclude entering freslunan,'out rather transable after the twelfth day of class.
fer and second-year freshmen.
' - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CAS splits into three colleges
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Sept 12 - Gymnastics Club
meeting at noon in HPE 2, room
117.
Honors Society meeting at
noon in LA 111.
Noon Fiesta at the Baptist Student Center (next to Dairy
Queen) at noon.

..,

Financial Aid, p. 3

Interim Deans take
over colleges; Bernal's
post sti 11 vacant

(News Shorts)

.

Education, 280 thousand students would
be eliminated from the Pell Grant program
altogether, not counting others who would
be directly affected by the cut.
Also according to the New York Times,
there are " ...80 Federal program that John
R. Kasich, Republican of Ohio, the chairman of the House of Budget Committee,

ence, engineering, mathematics and physics and
geology. Also the College of Social and BehavStaff Reporter
ioral Sciences deal with the departments of crimiUTPA has reorganized the College of Arts and naljustice, military science, political science, psySciences into three smaller colleges after a one year chology and anthropology and the department of
study conducted by the departments. Thus, chang- sociology.
The College of Business Administration also
ing the order of the departments within these colhas rearranged its departments. It consisted of
leges.
These changes were approved by the UT Board three academic departments, but now it has four
of Regents last December and by the Texas Higher which includes accounting and business law, economics fi na nce
Educ a tion
'
Coordinat- ''The administration response and general bus iing Board in
ness, market in g
concerning the divisions of the and
Janu a ry .
international
College of Arts has been a positive business and also
Also
th e
chan ges in
the department of
one."
the College
Dr. William Davis Ill quantitative methof Arts and
Interim Dean ods and informaScien ces
College of Liberal and Performing Arts tion systems.
T he names of
were based - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - on recommendations from the universities College the colleges have been changed, such as, the
of Arts and Sciences Organization Committee.
School of Health Science is now called the colOn Sept. 1, UTPA's College of Arts and Sciences lege of Health Sciences and Human Services. The
was changed to the College of Liberal and Per- departments include communication disorders,
forming Arts which consist of the department of nursing, social work and three programs whic h
art, communication, English, history and philoso- are, clinical laboratory sciences, dietetics and rephy, modem languages and literature and music. habilitative services. The program of medical
The department of Mathematics and Computer technology has been renamed to the program in
Science have been split into two de partments. The Clinical Laboratory Sciences. T he school of
College of Science and Engineering includes the Education has been renamed to the college of
departments of biology, c hemistry, computer sci-

Kathy Clemente

Changes p.3

Three interim deans have taken
over duties in four colleges since
Sept. 1.
Dr. Will Davis, who is interim
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, will serve as interim
dean of the College of Liberal and
Performing Arts and also as dean
for the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences.
Dr. John Villarreal, professor of
chemistry, will be the interim dean
of the College of Science and Engineering. Dr. Hilda Medrano, associate professor of curriculum
and instruction, will serve as interim dean of the College of Education.
Dr. Rudolph G6mez, vice president for academic affairs, said
Davis' accomplishments are too
numerous to list and that he is a
first rate scholar and administrator.
"Dr. Davis is really an original,"
Gomez said. "This institution has
been fortunate in having him as a
faculty member and administrator
for most of his career."
Having served as an administrator in several capacities and as an
academic mentor for young researchers, Villarreal is another
welcome addition as a dean,
Gomez said.
"We' re equally fortunate to have
Dr. Villarreal as interim dean of the
college of science and engineering," he said . "The univer~ity_ has
been fortunate to have him m a
position to add to the future rolls
of scientists and engineers in the
United States as a result of his efforts. "
.
The education department has
appointed a new interi_m dean ~f
the College of Education who 1s
an Associate Professor in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, Dr. Medrano.
Medrano is a graduate from UT
Austin with a PhD in Curriculum
and Instruction . She began her
career at the age of twenty-three
as a classroom teache r and acquired skills as a public school supe rvisor, regional consultant, and
supervi sor of student teaching.
"I successfully recruited teachers from the public schools and as
a result the enrollment increased,"
Medrano said.
Medrano has goals to make the
Edu cation Department more suffi cient to the students needs. She
plans to centralize student services
in the Education Building such as,
ad vising, student teaching, degree
plans, certification, and altemati ve

certification.
"This will occur for the students
benefit because the students are
the main focus in our department," Medrano said.
The Education Department has
been awarded a million and a half
dollars to implement a Center for
Professional Development and
Technology.
"The money that has been given
is also to help improve the Undergraduate Teacher Preparation Program and to integrate technology,"
she said.
Medrano would like to arrange
flexible office hours to meet the
needs of public schools and students.
"The offices will stay open during lunch hours and after 5p.m.
"I would like to work with the
departments and help them to develop strategic plans so goals can
be accomplished," she said.
Gomez says she has had an enviable record as a teacher, as an
acting department chair, and is a
gifted grant writer.
"She was instrumental in leading the team which led to the fund- .
ing of the university's Center for
Professional Development and
Technology(field-based instruction,) which will be the basis of
future teacher education at the
university beginning in 1996-97,"
Gomez said.
"Her experience with the College of Education and her responsibilities with CPDT and as interim dean will permit the college
to transition from teacher education as currently required to that
which will be required in the future. We're fortunate to have a
person of her accomplishments in
thi s position at such a critical juncture in the college's development," he said.
Effective Sept. I the College
of Arts and Sciences officially divided into three colleges: liberal
and performing arts, science and
engineering, and social and behavioral sciences, thus creating
three dean vacancies.
Search committees were formed
on a provisional basis last fall to
fill the created vacancies; however, the break up of the College
of Arts and Sciences was not approved until the January meeting
of the Texas Higher Coordinating
Board.
The fourth vacancy, in the college of education, became available with the recent resignation of
Dr. Ernesto Bernal. A search
committee for this vacancy will be·
formed soon.
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C inton should move to Vietnam

I have finally reached the point of capacity, where I can not take
anymore information, facts, or even thoughts, it is an overload of my
circuits. Good thing I am not loaded with a computer chip in my head,
a popular notion in recent films, or else you would find me in the north
parking lot with smoke coming out my ears, glazed eyes, and the
university police repeatedly asking me to surrender my i.d. card.
So here it goes, I am going to unload it all on you, and you can see
what I see, ponder my thoughts, and argue with or against my objections. Besides writing a column is cheaper than seeking professional
counseling, and if I have my way about it appointments will not be
necessary ... Let us begin.
First of all, I must thank Bill Clinton on behalf of all the Americans
who spilt blood or left their life and soul in Vietnam for opening the
doors to diplomatic relations with this troubled Asian nation. It is
terribly ironic that a pot-smoking, military ducking, democratic president would force us to swallow our pride and extend open-arms to
Vietnam. Vietnam needs the United States, and our companies, and our
investment dollars, more than we need Vietnam.

;4s £J StUl i,I,
Mark Milam

There is one thing that we need Vietnam to do, and that is to quit
playing games with our interest and activities concerning our MIAs and
POWs. Vietnam has been very slow and determined in their attitudes
and their methods of turning over any evidence and information. In
some cases the government of Vietnam has flat-out denied the presence
of any evidence or has refused permission to engage in searches by
Americans.
Yeah, Vietnam wants us to build Coca-Cola factories, as you read
this the Coke giant is already at work pumping millions of dollars into
Vietnam... Ha, I hope they like Pepsi instead! Also, they want us to
build fast food restaurants, make tennis shoes, and build bridges and
highways ... and of course as always in the situations, some privileged

Bilingualism makes
life easier and better

Americans will make big bucks, and President Clinton can stay in
Hanoi on his next trip to the Far East... Not once thinking about the
brave Americans that served and suffered in the notorious Hanoi
Hilton, the former POW prison camp is being modernized and turned
into a real hotel... Oh, how nice!
It cannot be justified to me, I know of the pain that families and
individuals still carry with them because of the war, of not knowing
where their dad, their son, husband, friend is ... where, half-way around
the world, in a small, dense country where military conflict and war
have thrived like a bad jungle fungus, are they? Will they ever come
home, to rest eternally as Americans... that question still remains. Once
again we have shown to the veterans and to those who lost a loved one
in the war that their service and sacrifice really does not mean much
twenty years later... but come election time we will all have a chance to
do something that is meaningful... Send Bill to V ietnam, I hear they do
not inhale, either ... until next time, remember that these are some of the
things that I see, and I can always close my eyes.

NO
ESPEA"' ES~\$\-\.

Take it from me, talking only Spanish to your child while
at home is a great idea. Make them bilingual at an early
age.
. If you don't they' II grow up to be like me, a person who
sti ll doesn't understand that his Beginning-Spanish-forMonolingual professor is asking to turn to page 187.
Maybe if my parents had spoken only Spanish to me at
home, I would be able to earn a C, instead of having a D.
Being bilingual in this day and age is becoming increasingly more important. A lot of jobs are easier to get and
pay more if you know a second language. Many corporations are looking for bilingual executives to handle
foriegn accounts, both here and overseas.
T hen again, there is the problem that if you only speak
Spanish to your child in the privacy of your home, you
will be "abusing" your child.
OH, NO! Not mental abuse! You mustn't teach
your children another language, or you' ll damage
their psyche! They' II never get anywhere in life!
Maybe the people who are claiming child
abuse are just jealous of the fact that others
can speak Spanish and they can't. Even
though I don't claim this as child abuse, I do
know I'm jealous of those people who are
bilingual, especially when they end up with
an A without trying and I receive a D trying
as hard as I can.
Get real, people! There are more real
physical abuse cases happening today that
can keep your long nose busy!

ffio'4\ ~ow ON
ESf-'E:~~ t\N'J..\sf-1
Q~L-'/.
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Student
responds to
Copold
This letter is in response to Mr.
Derek I. Copold' s article concerning Professor Lyford' s crude methods of teaching. On my first day of
class for the 1995 fall session I
walked into Professor Lyford' s
rhetoric class and sat down like I
usually do in all my classes. He
then asked us if we needed a syl labus, so I raised my hand. I was on
my way to meet him half-way so
that I could obtain my syllabus
from him when he let go of it
before it even touched my hand.
He then picked it up and proceeded
to ask me ifl needed a syllabus, so
I answered yes.
He then said, "Well come get
the God damn thing!"
I then obtained the syllabus from
him.
I was so upset about this incident that I dropped his class and
was able to add the same course
again, but with a different professor of course.

Letters to the Editor
So Mr. Copold, I do believe professors should be strict and enforce the rules, but my point is that
professors are supposed to be here
to teach, help, and encourage students. Professors should not embarrass nor degrade students to the
point where students do not even
want to raise their hand anymore.
I am not saying all professors are
the same, I just do not approve of
Professor Lyford's methods of
teaching.
Arturo Perez
Sophomore, Kinesiology

Speaking out
is important
The morals on this campus are
scandalous. Not many students
are proud to say that they are from
the University of Texas-Pan
American. They see this school as
a stepping stone to another university that they presume is better.
Yet, if you were to ask a lot of
these students what high school
they g raduated from, most of them
will look you right in the eye and

say where there from without batting an eye.
This problem comes from lack
of activities that really get the students involved and those that are
involved are the sameone at every
function.
We need to let the students
know when these events are taking place by word of mouth. Even
though posters are posted all over
campus there are so many posters
that students don't want to know
about that that they don't bother
reading them, and when they are
printed in the paper they activities
are usually so small that most students just scan over these advertisements. So, if you know of any
activities please open your mouth
and speak about them or stop by
UPB and give them your suggestions for future activities .
Tricia Haru Garza
Theatre Education

Call on SGA
When you have a problem on
campus who do you call? The one
group you can depend on to help is
the Student Government Associa-

l

J

tion. lfyournot familiar with this
group, you should be! This group
of dedicated students a re the
peoples who make a lot of the
decisions that affect your life on
campus. When a problem arose in
the food service the Food Committee, with the help of the student
newspaper, righted a number of
wrongs in the food preparation
and handling. With the help of
SGA., the University Program
Board is trying their best to put on
events that reflect the diversified
culture of this great area we live
In.

If you have a problem, then come

talk to me and I will get you on a
campus life or academic committee that deals with this area. The
operative word here is INVOLVEMENT. If you as a student do no
get involved with your school and
education then you have no one to
blame but yourse'lf if the powers
that be run all over you with raises
in tuition, and other nonsense as
they deem appropriate.
To empower students to make
the decisions that make some
sense and not let the world pass

SGA page 8
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Financial aid, cont. from pg. 1_ _ _ _ _ _ __
has suggested for possible reduction or elimination as part of the
Contract With America ..
" ...Other suggestions advanced
by Mr. Kasich include the elimination of Federal Aid programs
managed by colleges, including
the Perkins Loan, the Supplementa I Educational Opportunity
Grants and the workstudy programs."
Federal workstudy is going to be
maintained at the same level of
$616 mill ion for 1996. This might
soon be considered for change,
also.
The State Student Incentive
Grant (SSIG) eliminated for 1996
an estimated savings of $441 million over seven years for college
students.

Arnold Trejo, Director ofFinanc ial Aid, SGA Vice President
Danny Garcia Ordaz, and Andy
Jensen of the San Antonio College
of Medical and Dental Assistants
claim that if the federal grant
eliminates the SSIG program, the
state will not be able to maintain
the program.
The Fedral Direct Student Loan
program began in July 1994. It is
through UTPA's policies that the
federal government finances these
loans. This saves both students
and the federal government
money. We should save $12 billion by 1999. Without giving this
program the chance to take off,
they already want to do away with
it all together.
More than one-half of financial

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE PAID TO STUDY?
Check out anew course offered by Alphal
COURSE DESCRIPl10N

HOURS

Pro-.ide Aasma lo ean
extra cast, aid '°"e ties.

7ooys a week- lta.m. -4 p.m

AQG: 181069
Wel(taf: 110 b. rm.

7) WlrQness to prcNede a

REQUIREMENTS

Goo:ltrolh
Sfl.mlllD.
No lislcxy ot Hepcillls

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS

Exira rronev (~ to $100 h 2wlcsJ
Good gades a the sa1stcx:t10n
of knowrQ thci you hcwe pro't1ded
a pro<i.d lh:ll nY$t help

aid is in the way of student loans.
The Perkins Loan Capital Contributions would eliminate $ 1.1
billion over seven years. If severed, $700,000 will be affected if
not done away with.
Each year thousands of students
take on jobs in addition to receiving financial aid. Some carry multiple jobs at a time in order to support their college education, and
yet even then some can b are ly
make ends meet. College life is
perhaps one of the most critical
and intense life experiences a person can endure - one that usually
lasts for several years. It is a crucial need for most people in order
to be successful in life and provide a decent living for their families.
Public opinion polls demonstrate that the American people

strongly support federal programs
that help students pay for college.
Recent surveys show that voters
do not want student aid cut as part
of any effort to reduce the deficit.
However, this may not be enough
to keep forms of financial aid from
being cut, something that would
be sure to drastically change most
college students' lives.
On September 22 the Senate
will be voting either for or against
financial aid cuts. Financial aid
cuts will be moved by October 31
if steps are not taken to prevent
the Senate from voting in favor of
these cuts by the 22.
As a result, the entire week of
September 11-18 has been declared as Student Aid Emergency
Week across the U.S. This rally is
to inform the students what the
financial cuts are. Copies of

ORIGINS OF THE TEJANO
COMMUNITY

Edinburg Public Library
401 East Cano

PREREQUISITE

1) Need extra money

[August 25 through September 25]

pro<i.d thci olhels need
3)Kr™1adgethciyou
ccrrot get .aa flom

Sponsored by the Texas Commi11ee for 1he
Humanities and UT-Pan American
History Department.

\i~CuiREMENTS
twice a week

KNealfe.

FIRST DONATION• $20 with student I.D.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating.
It's like being paid to studyl

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER • 102 s. 16th st. •McAllen • 682-4159
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Education and the school of Business Administration is now the
college of Business Administration.
The two degrees that have been
renamed are the Bachelor of Arts
in Government to the Bachelor of
Arts in Political Science and the
Bachelor of Arts in Speech and
Hearing Therapy to the Bachelor
of Arts in Communication Disorders.
"The administration response
concerning the di visions of the
College of Arts has been a positive one," Dr. William Davis III
Dean of the College of Liberal and
Performing Arts,said. "The administration will provide more activity support and it will be much
easier."
According to Dr. Rudolph
Gomez, v ice president for academic affairs, he believes that the
combining of the colleges will result in a good outcome.
" Hopefully there will be a
greater .representation of the College of Arts and Sciences and provide a greater range for services
of students," Gomez said.
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care!
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(Sun -Thurs)
7AM. •Midnight
(Fri & Sat)

10% Discount
with UTPA I.D.
(Dine in or
Carry-out)

A Traveling Exibit

sources w ill be handed out to
them, along with toll-free numbers
to call Congress to fight and stop
cuts to student aid.
"In a way, we've already been
successful in convincing the senate to vote against financial aid
cuts in May. Now it's our responsibility to convince congress to
vote against the proposed cuts in
student aid.
"We as students have the power
to lobby against our government.
That's a luxury that our faculty
and our administrators don't have
against our state employe rs,"
Ordaz said.
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Tues - Sat
10a.m. - 6p.m.
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National
STUDENTS NEEDED!
Parks are now hiring seasonal & full.
time. Forestrykers, park rangers,
firefighters, lifeguards, + more. Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206545-4804 ext. N58631.
TA VEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English inJapan, Taiwan,
or S. Korea. No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For information call: (206)632-1146 ext. 158631.

2214 N. Tenth Sl ·McAllen· 682-4940
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UTPA Mariachi ensemble records their debut album
Raul Berron, an e ng ineer at Texas
Sunrise Studio. The album has
Reporter
eleven tracks. It includes tradiThe beginnings of the Mariachi
tional Mexican folk songs suc h as,
" El Pas tor" s ung by H o mer
are unknown. It was once beI ieved that the word Mariachi
Gutierrez and rancheras such a s
"Te Vas A Quedar Con Las Ganas"
came from the French whe n they
reigned o ver M e xic o for three
sung by Mayra Olivarez. There
years between 1864-1867. Due to
are also a variety o f style from
a disco very of a letter dated way
huapangos to pasodobles.
before 1864 mentioning
It took Guerra and her group
the Mariachi by
over a hundred hours to comname, archeologists
plete the album.
now believe that the
"We started taping the sixword is indigenous.
teenth of May and we finished
The Mariachi themmixing June thirtieth," said
selves have gone
Guerra.
through a vital and .
She said while some days
steady evolution. It is \,
they worked eight hours a
believed that the original\\
day, the students cared and
':
conensemble
Mariachi
committed themselves to the
c1'1h t1tai\\nat11
sisted of string instruments '
project.
eiican/t/tefe ,
,ne flan t-.rn
only, The addition of horns ~
The album should be out any
is an important symbol ofMexi- day now. Filers will be posted
in the group came about due tonecessity. In 1936, a man named can heritage on both sides of the around the campus and commuEmilio Azcarrga Vidaurreta border. A person who understands nity that will indicate the starting
wanted to air a Mariachi group the importance of the Mariachi is date for general sales. The album
live on the radio. Due to the primi- one of UTPA's own music instruc- will be available at The Univertive radio technology, the harp, a tors, Dr. Dahlia Guerra.
sity Bookstore, through the memIt may be hard to imagine, but bers of the band or by calling the
vital instrument for the Mariachi
at the time, was unable to be heard before her, UTPA did not have a music department at 381-3475.
through the static. To solve this Mariachi ensemble. Now the Proceeds from the album, which
·problem he added the loudertrum- UTPA Mariachi group has re- was paid mostly through grant
pet. Thus, composing the string/ corded their first album. The al- writing, will go towards a scholhorn ensemble we know today. bum is self titled and was pro- arship fund. Guerra said, "I feel
The fancy Mariachi garb or "Traje duced by Guerra with the help of that this is a worthwhile project"
de Charro" was brought about during the Porfirio Diaz regime. Before thi s, they wore loosely fitting
clothing because of their surroundings and economic situations.
The popularity Los Mariachis
has exploded throughout the
world. It

Ray Quiroga

• NC Repairs •

& U-HAUL

$5 off Any Alignment
or Transmission Fluid

~.l.~ I ••I Service with UTPA I.D.

TEXACO

~~

U~AUL

501 N. Closner
Edinburg, Tx 78539

1-800-329-1882

I feel that this is

Mark Milam

a worthwhile
project."

Reporter

Dr. Dahlia Guerra
Director
UTPA Mariachi
In order to pick a cover for the
album, art students were asked to
submit their ideas. The band then
voted on their favorite cover. Noel
Palmrenez's art work won the contest, while Marie Canale's contributed her calligraphy skills for the
writing on the album.
Up next for the group is a trip to
Canada that is scheduled for next
we ek. The Mariachi, along with
some members of the folkloric
dancers, will be performing at
Carlton Univers ity and for
Ottawa's Mexican community at
their Diez y Seis de Septiembre
celebration.
Guerra said the better you understand the music, the better you
understand the peop le . Los
Mariachis are a staple in Mexican
music. They sing about a wide variety of topics . For anyone would
like to learn more about the history of Mexican music, Mrs.
Guerra teaches a Mexican Folklore music class every fall and
spring session.

In Nove m ber 1978 Elektra
Records released the last works
of Jim M orrison , and his band
T he Doors. T he album was titled,
"A N AMERICAN PRAYER"
and it went o n to become the largest selling record of verse in history. Mixing the sultry, dark images of M orrison's poetic verse
along with the music and orchestration of his group, The Doors,
the a lbum was hailed by critics
and fans alike.
In the pirit of capitalizing on
past success, and with the popularity of The D oors as strong as
e ver, Elektra Records has reissued
"AN AMERICAN PRAYER"
fo r ti1 e fi rst ti me o n t he
CD fo r mat. It h ad p reviously
been available o nly in cassette
form, (and once upon a time, I had
a vinyl copy).

"AN AMERICAN PRAYER"
is a stunning work of art; it has
captured a piece of this incredible
artist and the times he lived in. It
also highlights the way we see
ourselves, and the way we treat
our idols .
Jim M orrison kn ew that we
loved to make superstars out of
people, and the pleasure that so-

STUDIO STYLES

Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs • State Inspection •

JOE'S
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The Lizard King lives on
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3co

Grandparents Day
September 10

No appointment
necessary

Edinburg* 381- 8705

• 383-1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr.: 318-6137 • Fax: 318-1389 •

to

Earn from $4.50 $6/hr.
Call 381-2500
____
or apply

I
~
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· 383-8611 ~
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See Lizard pg. 5

Student callers
needed for UTPA
Phone-a-thon.

:::,

•

ciety takes in watching their failure and destruction. Music was
important to The Doors, it m ade
them successful. The same cannot always be said a bo ut
Morrison, however. Especially
during the last years of h is life
when he was making visible and
vocal moves away from recording and touring.
He had left the rock hav en
slash idol hell in L.A. and had
moved to Paris to pursu e his literary works, his poetry. Jim
wanted to be a w r iter, but it was
hard ... because he was a rock star
to the rest of the world.
Seven months before he died,
on his twenty -seventh birthday,
Jim had gone into a studio and
began recording the basic tracks
of what was to be a spoken word
album. According to some he
had expressed an interest in having music accompany his poetry,
ome ort of classical arrangement.
T he alb um was co mprised
from nearly twen ty five hours o f
studio sessions, o ld interviews,
and live performances. It took
the surviving me mbers of the
band and their p roducers nearly
two years to complete the album.

•

1320 N . Closner
Edinburg

v!2rs

CONFIDENCE BUILDERS

CELEBRATfDN
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER_ 14, 1115
AT THE U.C. CfR_CLE
SPEAKER FR.OH
EL SEXTO SOL
DE M.E.C.H.A.

GRfTO CONTEST

10: 4 Sa..,tk,. - 11 :OOa..,tk,.

11: 30a.,tk,. - NOON

FAMA
UTPA
FOLKLOR_fC DANCERS
11 :OOa-.,tk,. - 11: 30a-.,ff\,.

JOE CER.DA
ACCOHPANIED BY

EL HAR_fACHf
PERLA DE OCCIDENTE

"The trouble with you, Sheldon, is you lac k se l f-confi dence"
@1971 Playboy

Join A Skill Building Group
Fall 1995 Group Topics Include: ·

Parenting Skills
Self Esteem
Assertiveness Training
Communications Skills

NOON - 1:ODp.,tk,.

SPONSORED BY:

THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
YOUR STUDENT SERVICE FEES AT WORK!!

If

Offlc:e of Student Oevelopment, 0/vlslon of Student Aff11lrs.
,.pecl11/ 11cc:ommod11tlons 11re nec:essuy, pie••• c:111/ the Student Activities off/c:e 11t 58J.•3676
•t lust 5 d11y• prior to the event so that appropriate arr11ngements c:an be made.

For Details, Come by:
Counseling/Advisement Center
Student Services Bldg. #513
381-2529 / 381.2574
♦
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such as in the track, "Compton
Swangid". But I found it hard to
get past the fact on how much
these guys sounded so much like
Scareface.
My advice to the artist themselves, as if they were going to
take my advice to heart, is not to
listen to their managers and agents
that tell them to mimic the stylings
of their predecessors like E, and
Dre and just do their own thing. Ray Quiroga
Lisa Gerrard
"The Mirror Pool"
4AD Records

. . ..
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.. ....
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BG Knocc Out & Dresta fail to defeat their competition.

BG Knocc Out & Dresta
"Real Brothas"
Rush Associated Labels

I am not in the businesses of
making predictions, but I. am willing to say that B.G. Knocc &
Dresta will be the next big thing
to come o~t of Compton style
Gansta Rap. Now don 't get me
wrong, original they are not, but
the beat and rapping is excellent.
For those who have never heard
ofB. G . Knocc out & Dresta they
have a very interesting background. They are proteges of
gansta style rap legend Easy E and
were even featured on Easy's
single "Real Compton City Us".
But to be honest, they do not
give anything new to this genre of

Rap. They swear to be real and
from the hood, but don't they all?
The best way to describe this duo
is to say that they are a combination of Scareface and Dr. Dre.
But they rap about well rounded
areas of topics. They do the stereotypical stuff about doing time
and degrading women, but they
also talk about the lack of unity
within the community. They also
rap about betrayed friendships due
to their popularity on one of the
best cuts on the album, "Jealousy". There are a lot of pluses
about their debut album "Real
Brothas", such as their pure ability to rap, the production quality,
lyrical value and amp! ing. And
throughout the album, there are
fitting samples of R&B mu ic

Anyone familiar with the ambient sound of Dead Can Dance
knows Lisa Gerrard's vocal talent;
this first solo project, "The Mirror Pool", is her attempt to explore
new avenues of musical innovation. Gerrard makes an effort to
utilize a wide range of vocal experimentation in "Largo" and
"Swans." An pseudo-acappe lla
piece provide some distracting
entertainment; similarly "Glorfin"
and "Celon" resonate in the haunting tones that are her vocal trademarks. The remainder, there are
sixteen songs on the CD, do not
carry her far into new territory.
What is missing is development,
for though her voice should sound
above the music, it is trapped by
it. Perhaps the greatest disappointment are the monotonous instruments which accompany her
vocals" "Majhnavea's Music

UTPA
STUDEN T HEALTH SERVICES
Member of the American Colle e Health Association
BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS;

MEDICAL CARE HOURS:

Monday - Friday
8:00 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
Tues. 8 A.M. - 7:30 P.M.

8:30 - Noon 1- 4 P.M. M -F
Tues. 8:30 A.M. - NOON
1 P.M. - 7 P.M.

•

FREE patient consultatio n with physician,

physician assistants and nurses for all
currently enrolled UTPA students.

•

New FLU VACCINE AVAILABLE NOW

•

FREE HIV TESTING Mondays

•
•
•

Pharmacy

•
•

Insurance
Confidential Pregnancy Testing
PAP Smears
Sexually Transmitted Disease Information
Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds, flu, sore throats, ear
aches. gynecological problems. urinary tract prob-

•
•

•
•

Box" is an instrumental that goes
nowhere. The instruments compete for attention and drain the
vitality of the album. Gerrard is a
vocalist, not a musician, and the
title "Mirror Pool" ironically suggests that on this solo sojourn she
has mistaken herself as being the
latter when she does best as the
former. - Raul M. Chapa

by Gayle Dean

'Bllst 'BlltS

ACROSS
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4 Outbreak
8 Shoulder
garment
13 Air-show stunt
15 Voice
16 Cardsnot
dealt
17 Str1vln1ky
18 Chowder Item
19 Afr. antelope
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quote
23 Exceedingly
24 Put on board
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Swimming
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Come enjoy gourmet coffees
from Golden Arabica, luscious
desserts, and tasty sandwiches.
Hours are from 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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~

Rio Grande Valley Ballet
presents prima ballerina
Galina Mezentseva from the
St. Petersburg Ballet. Tickets are $20. For more information call 682-2721.

(01993 TriDune Media Sers,ces Inc
All R19h15 Reserved
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6 Oliver's pal

7 Mortgages
8 Horse
9 Loltler
10 Viking name
11 Actress
Anderson
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14 Maxim
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25 Book jacket
feature
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division,
28 F11tln1 30 Bellowing
31 Equip • ship
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32 Actor Maurice
34 Eavesdroppers
35 Rendwork
38 Keen relish
39 F1cl1I

expression
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Center for Hispanic
Arts - 209 N 15th St.
McAllen, TX

"

Come and see "Pueblo Que
Sube" featuring artist Jesus ,
Guajardo. Hours are noon to 6
p.m. on Sunday.
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Change
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Lizardtrom pg. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Recently members of The Doors
I agree completely. What is most
have been quoted as saying that striking about thi album is the
they realized that this may not way Jim reaches out, and you feel
have been Jim Morrison's actual the power of his presence, the
request for the way he would have strength of his lyrics, his groove ...
produced an album of this char- It is hard to believe he is not inacter. But that this was done out
ide of your tereo ... through this
of love and respect for Jim and his album, Jim lives on.
work.

Picadillo con Papas or Beef Enchiladas
Calabaza con Pollo or Ca_rne Guis_ada Plate
Fideo con Carne or Taqwtos Mexicanos
Arroz con Pollo or Pollo en ~ole
Beef Fajita Plate or Beef Enchiladas

'-
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"'Homes tyle Cooking "
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Saturday: McAllen
Civic Center
McAllen, TX
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/ Friday: Detours
115 E. Jackson
Harlingen, TX
(210) 428-0745
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43 Formerly once
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THE Crossw ord

Reception for
Student Art Show
to be held
tomorrow

Over $1,500 in award prizes
will be handed out tomorrow for
the UTPAStudentArt Show. The
reception will be held during activity period in the CAS Gallery.
The judge for the Student Art
Show is Larry McPhillips, director of the Cultural Center for Hispanic Arts.
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Plus FREE Tea With This Ad

Laboratory
Immunization s
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lems. digestive tract problems, minor injuries

Located in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more information call
381 -2511
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BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
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NDE
BRAND NEW
2 BR/2 BATH
LUXURY APARTMENTS
1 mile north of Pan Am on Sugar Rd.
(Daffodil Estates Subdivision)

EACH APARTMENT 925 + SQ. FT.
FENCED. LANDSCAPED.
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS.
ASSIGNED COVERED PARKING.
SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM.
LARGE BACK YARD.
VAULTED CEILINGS.
WALK-IN CLOSETS.

CEILING FANS IN EACH ROOM.
GOOD CENTS APARTMENTS.
DISPOSAL, REFRIGERATOR,
WASHER & DRYER CONNECTIONS
IDEAL FOR ROOMMATE OR
FAMILY PLAN.
ONLY MINUTES FROM PAN AM
AND SCHOOLS.

RENT ... $495 includes water & trash pickup . .$350 Deposit.

Available Oct.1, 1995.
Now Taking Apllications
CALL ALEX AT 682·1819 ... OR 638-6427.

LUXURY LIVING AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

ORTH 6,,PAEDiC
INST ITUT E
Returning patients to their norm~I lifes!y~e quicker...
with conven ient day and night clinic hours
and same day surgery.
Call for an appoint ment.
Bill Snyder M.D.

Orthopae dic s'urgeon

Adult and Children Arthroscopic Surgery Reconstructive Surgery
Fracture Care Sports Medicine Athletic Injury .
Joint Replacements On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

Tel. 210. 686. 2669

CONVENIENT DAY AND NIG HT HOURS. CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - was one of the top athletes in the state in
cross country and track and field," Harter
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor
said. "She went to the state championships
- - - - -- - - - - -- - in both during the track season she was
the Sun Belt Conference L0,000 meter
As he starts his eleventh year as head champion, but she did not compete at all
cross country coach, Reid Harter said his in cross co~ntry last year because we just
group of Broncs this season is the largest red shirted her so she should help a lot
one he has had. There is a total of 33 cross this season."
country runners, 17 women and 16 men.
In the men's team Harter is expecting
"This team probably has more depth Jose Medina from Edinburg North to be a
than any team I have ever had since I have strong performer.
been here. We are returning everybody
Medina was fifth in the state 5A chamfrom the men's team where in the women's pionships in high school cross country as
we lost one player," Harter said.
well as state champion in the mile for track
Harter recruited runners from all over and field. UTSA transfer student Camilo
the Valley as well as from the state and Garcia, a former Mission High School
among his top recruits in the women are runner is also expected to compete well
Lydia Reyes, a state qualifier in cross along with Gus Garcia from PSJA North.
country from PSJ A who was a transfer
Top lettermen returning this year for the
from the University of Houston, but while women are Elizabeth Ortega, who finished
in high school was sought highly by many third in the Sun Belt Conference last year
Universities.
and was the 800 meter champion and came
Another top recruit is Marina Flores, in second in 1500 meters.
also a transfer from the University of
"She is one of the best middle-distance
Texas-San Antonio.
distance runners in the Sun Belt," Harter
"Marina i; also like Lydia Reyes, she said. "Elizabeth has come back in sha
The Pan American/Joel Martinez

- -- - --

Returning letterman for the La dy
Qronc cross country team,
Elizabeth Ortega takes a prac •
tice run on Tuesday afternoon.
Both men and w omen competed
yesterday at the University of
Houston.

Sept. 8- 9 Volleyball vs. Prairie View A&M a t 7 =15 p.m.

and looks good at this time."
Others returning are Jessica Garcia,
Gracie Salinas, Amy Sanchez, Marty
Gonzalez, Angie Jaramillo, Linda
Moncivais and Melissa Derth, who Harter
said probably has more endurance and is
a good candidate this year for the 10,000
meter.
Juniors Michael Hernandez and Sergio
Lopez are expected to be the leaders for
the men this year. Hernandez and Lopez
missed All-Conference honors last year.
Also returning is Peter Carreon, who was
the Freshman -Athlete of the Year for the
Bronc last year.
"Peter was chosen freshman studentathlete among all sports and he was on
the winning second place distance medley relay team indoors and h-- missed allconference in the outdoor, but he gives
us some experience," he said.
Armando Flores, Marc Gomez, Rollie
Salinas and Willie Carriaga will be expeeled to compete at the highest level this
season according to Harter.
Last year, in the conference meet, the
men finished fourth and the ladies third.

- - - - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - . .- -

Lydia Reyes, PSJA
Reyes was a state qualifier in
cross country and placed fifth
while running for P.S.J.A.

:1°15S.Clow<
~ T x. 7853t-4594
(210) 383-(1881 F,:X (210) 383 4374
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

• . Teacher Aids
• School Supplies
• Laminating
• Printing
• Office Supplies
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Joe Medina, Edinburg

UTPA

Rising
Stars
Y&SMEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students
Uttman Lightweight Stethoscope $39.95
Lab Coats Starting at $2S.9S
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

210 E. Cano • Edinburg, Tx
318-1194
We honor Visa - Master - Discover

Layaways Welcome
Larger Showr oom

Harter believes the women will finish second this year and the men will come in
third in the Sun Belt Conference.
"Our main goal is to perform at our highest level at the Sun Belt Conference which
is in the first of November and the beginning of October and that is our focus and
that is still 8 weeks away," he said. "We
want to perform well at the Sun Belt that
is all we work for and that is one of our
main emphasis and nothing else matters
in terms of priority that is the priority obviousJy and if we don't do well life goes
on, but that is our focus to perform well
an gear up for that meet."
Yesterday was the official start of the
season as the team traveled to the University of Houston where they competed
against Rice, Sam Houston, Texas A&MKingsville and other Texas colleges. The
men ran a total of five miles while the
women ran the 5000 meters.
"There are some question marks on the
men's team this year, but the talent is there
and a for the wom~n's team they are all
in good physical condition," Harter said.
"The are not behind at all."

Medina placed fifth In the
state SA championships in
high school cross country last
year. ·
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USE IT FOR YOU RSELF OR
SHARE IT WIT H A FRIEND!
Choose from our value collection frames up
to $59.50 and plastic single vision lenses.
Bifocals and other lens coating extra, does
not include eye exam. Drs. prescription required. Some restrictions apply. Contact
Lens includes Ciba soft. Clear Daily Wear, or
B&L Optima 38 Clear Daily Wear.

EVE EXAM
GLASSE S ONLY.

Must present coupon before receiving services. Some
restrictions apply. Exam for contacts $55.

Dr. Beardsley's
~ Super Clinic

'IB +
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"Where Our Patients' Eye Health Comes first"
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Soccer
team
opens
season
with
win
over
Coyotes
Lady Broncs go 5-0
UTPA SPORTS

Coach Segovia captures 100th victory
Unbeaten Lady Broncs rode 33
assists by Marie Velasquez and a
balanced volleyball attack to put
away pesky Texas A&M
Kingsville Lady Javelinas Tuesday night, I 5-6. 15-2, 15- 17, 1510.
Christine Alvarez contributed
12 kills, Rebecca Boykin and
Nikol Gerl ach IO each as UTPA
ran its record to 5-0.
"The girls are working very
hard and our record shows it,"
Oscar Segovia, volleyball coach,
said. "What helped us was that
we had a good crowd, we had
good stu den t and communi ty
support."
The Lady Jave li nas roared
back to win the fourth game, 1715. TA MU K fought off fo ur
match points in that match after
trailing 14- 11 .
But the steady pressure from
UTPA proved to be too much.
The Lady Broncs fought to 1.20
digs, including 25 by Alvarez, 24
by Gerlach and 20 by Julie Williams.
In the Lady Broncs first game,
which was at the Northwestern
Sta te To urn ame nt, the team
swept all fo ur matches to capture
first place .in the tournament.
"I was fired up," Segovia said.
"We set some goals and took care

For their first game of the season the men's soccer team stomped
Reynosa Tech 4-0 last Saturday as
the Broncs had the home advantage. Pedro Lopez, a 134-pound
freshman from Donna blasted two
goals while Juan Romero of El
Paso nailed a penalty kick and
Reynaldo Cisneros of Brownsville
rifled a 20-yard bullet to end the
scoring.
Dr. Miguel Paredes, the new soccer coach, praised all the Broncs
for their efforts before a crowd of
105-with a temperature to match.
"Juan Romero did a great job of
playing well at midfield and helping at all the positions," Paredes
said. "Jesus Leon and Mike Santos
ran the offense well and stopped
plays coming back on defense."
Luis Cardenas shored up the defense to hold Tech to nine shots.
The Reynosa Tech Coyotes
battled on even terms for 30 minutes. Then Lopez headed home a
deflected comer kick on an assist
from Miguel Espinosa. Two minutes later Romero netted a penalty
kick after a hand ball in the penalty area.
It was 2-0 at halftime and Lopez
scored again in the 74th minute on
a seven- yard blast, assisted by
Romero. Cisneros then split the
middle with a line-drive 20-yarder,

of small business; serving and
pass ing, and we're excited in
bringing home a trophy. It's been
about five years si nce we ' ve
brought a trophy home."
On Saturday the Lady Broncs
continued their inspired play after losing to Gambling State, 1512, but then rallying to take the
decisive match, 12-15, 15-7, 158, 15-9. They also stopped Centenary after a close first game, 1614, 15-8, 15-3.
But the big victory came Friday night when the Lady Broncs
survived a five-game thriller over
host Northwestern State of Louisiana, winning by 15-9, 10- 15,
15-5, 9-15, 15- 10.
Gerlach contributed 13 kills to
the vital fi ve game victory, while
Velasquez got 36 assists. The
digs also told the story, Christine
Alvarez added 10 and Lisa Yanez
fi ve, for a 56-31 kill advantage
that stopped Grambling after a
shaky start.
The Lady Broncs will now face
Prairie View A&M once again in
the Field House Friday at 7:15
and Saturday at 2: 15 with a
chance to go 7-0. Coach Segovia
captured his 100th collegiate victory in Louisiana over the weekend and ran that total to 103.

The Pan American/ Liza Longoria

After a long ball, forward Jesus Leon returns the ball with a massive kick in Saturdays home opener victo.-y over the Reynosa Tech Coyotes.

, , Jesus Leon and Mike Santos ran the offense well
and stopped plays coming back on defense."
Dr. Miguel Paredes

Soccer Head Coach
first college game because this was
assisted by Lopez.
Lopez's five points, two goals an international exhibition.
"Pedro Lopez and his brother
and an assist, will not count in the
Hector
Lopez also played a very
official NCAA statistics for his

good game, but everyone played
really well," he said.
Dr. Paredes used all 17 players
in the game. Goalie Albert Flores
made three saves tbe first half. Di..
viding time as goalies were Scott
Brown and Marcelo Paredes, who
each stopped four more Tech shots
in the second half.

SPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO QO
VAi.LEY-WU>•

arrT)aggjo's
P1zzer1a ·

$2.99 SPECIAL
Pato Plate
2patos of the same
Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans
16 oz. coke

-------·
1 WHITE FLOUR
.................

Oriental Food Supermarket

:1

We offer the most complete
varieties of ASian foods,

IPATOS
··----------'

fresh Tofu,
1op Qµa\ity,
'lk canned and

~ai:
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UTPA

FREE refills on soft drinks!

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
r More on 1
Whole5ale 1

~!C~!6!~J

?

·
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541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

N.

525-B N. 23rd St.

EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
BROWNSVILLE .....
MISSION .................
WFSIACO ..............
HARLINGEN ..........

7-

salad bar you want for
Kid's Buffet (1 O& under) ...........$1 99

WELCOME BACK

PHARR (Bus. 83) ........ 787-7401
McALLEN (Pecan) ...... 682-3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83) .... 687-8.269
McALLEN (N.10th) .... 682-1576

n

Purchase a drink,
and eat all the.pizza and

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

----

$27

ALL DAY BUFFET

SPECIAUZINQ .. HANDII.AD& FLOUR lORTIU.AS
MRS. O'S OWN 140MFNADE AECIP£S AU. RXlO

TRY •EM. YOU'U.
LOVE 'EMI

SOIJlrbull
food all at
01eD (\:II
Cl:lt
GREAT PRlC(,ll,

Your Neighborhood Pizzeria

McAllen

MHIVldeo

664-2444

Hackberry
Gumwood
[;]

Gcnnc,ggld, . . .

Ar
z,i

~
□ Bus.83

>uo:r....

- -·-· .

\1/hv consider a reseach career in
'
~
.. __ . _MICR08IOLOGY & ll\lll\1UNOLOGY?

1700 N. 10th • Flamingo Plaza • McAilen, TX.
Houre: M·F 9 AM • 9 PM • S·S 9 AM • 7 PM
•
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WHY GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Call us. We'll tell you whyl

VISA

• •

Director of Admissions, Dept. Microbiology
UT Health Science Center at San Antonio,
7703 Floyd Curl Dr., San Antonio, TX 78284
Tel. (210) 567-3950 FAX (210) 567-6612
E-mail GRADADM@UTHSCSA.EDU

'European 'Ioucfi Cfinic
Hair Removal & Skin Care
'
f

".

•

.

•••

.
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.

383-023'1
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Electrolysis, Wax Treatments, Facials
Body Sculpting, Nails & Pedicures

921 S. Closner, Suite D
Edinburg, TX 78539

1'J] fJII/ I);

. . . e_ .
·,

-~

Laura Leticia C.
Certified Electrologist
Get ready for summer

•.

All GUESS Frames

'?'$119
V'

95

lnclud,,. SN Plastic LenHs & n nt

....'.. , ; .

ARNOLD DE LEON

Famous Name
Designer Frames
Reg. "$ 99 95 Two
weeks only just

$7995

Free GUESS Hardcase
w/Purchase of GUESS Frames
While Supplies last

Includes SN Plastic Lenses & Tint , Bltocals,
& Speci alty lenses extra.

HERMAN'S

To Speak at Edinburg Public Library
401 East Cano

OPTICAL

WHOLESALE
GUARANTEE

e~ "1'..e~
~v'I>~ r,e'Q
~e; lo..~7>'-

Wev.ilfflyrurprescription withg.iaranteed
aro.racy. Weofferaiyfirstq..aityfrcmes
cm lenses at1he lowest prices.
Herman Rosales
Optician/ Owner

~r,~

~el:>

Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal!
Own11rs/Opticlan1 Have 33 yra. Exp. Combln•d
MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF OPT,C'-"NRY
REGISTERED w ,TH THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Flamingo Plaza
1700 N. 10th St .
Call 630-3995

M::n.-Fri. 9-7 Sat. 10-2

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104

Thursday, September 14
7pm
Sponsored by the Texas Committee for the Humanities
and UT-Pan American History Department

.'.

NEVER PAY EXTRA FOR LENS TINTING , EDGE POLISHING, OR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Author of They Called them Greasers

AVAILABLE AT:

,.,

~

~

~

W '

Doctor of Optc:motry -

Ai>VAnCci> ViJiOn
4

con~cr um an.::;;,,,

Door

Dr. Ricardo R. Gonzalez, O.D.
Dr. Lora N. Martinez, O.D.

EYE EXAMINATIONS

1700 N. 10TH ST., SUITE N • (FLAMINGO PLAZA) • McALLEN (210) 687-6567

.
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you by i~ my main concern as
president of S GA When your
through with classes drop by th e
library. hang around and give UPB
he lp setting up for great events
coming up, or attend SGA senate
meeti ngs. Mostly just get involved.

To all ournew people: thi s is NOT
HIGH SCHOOL! GET OVER IT!
YO UR NOT A NE RD OR A
GEEK IF YOUR LIFE MEANS
ANYTHING TO YOU!
The Texas Guaranteed Student
Joseph Leonard
Loan Corporation (TGSLC) un S G A President
veiled a new service on Aug. 29
designed to take weeks off the student loan process. The service allows students to complete loan applications on-fin e.

TGSLC unveils new service for financial aid

'Che

Ci:R._tpe ®live

Cite, t:ean, f>eatlbg, Cuisine
383-9066
Hours: 11am - 4pm
Soups, Salads, Sandwiches, and lite healthy entrees
1328 N. Closner (Bus. 281)
Edinburg

f riena{y Cfeaners
Mary Olivam
. ormr/Optratqr

117AS. 13th St.
Edinburg
383-2491
8:30 a.m. -6:30 p.
8:30 a.m. - 12:3

The Instant Guarantee program,
developed by TGSLC, is being pilot-tested at the University of Texas
at Brownsville and T exas
Southmost College (UTBfTSC) in
the I 995-96 school year. The program enables tu dent to complete
electronic loan applications and
have them sent via the Internet to
TGSLC for immediate proce sing
and guarantee.
"Right now, students fill out a
loan application on paper and have
it mailed back and forth between
the sc hoo l, TGSLC, and the
lender," Andrew Bergs trom, a
TGSLC taff member and project
co-manager, said. "The electronic

•
•
•
•
•
•

loan application will drastically
reduce the paperwork and time
spent on the process for everyone
involved. Instant Guarantee will
reduce the time it takes for a student to go through the loan process
from weeks to days."
Under Instant Guarantee, students fill out their loan applications on line at a computer terminal
located in the financial aid office.
Once the application is completed,
it is encrypted and sent out electronically over the Internet to
processing.
for
TGSLC
TGSLC then notifies the student
as to whether or not the loan is
guaranteed. lfTGSLC guarantees

Arrange official and leisure travel
Airline and rail ticketing
Guaranteed lowest applicable airfares
Hotel and car arrangements
Customized and pre-packaged tours
All-inclusive cruise vacations

the loan, a promissory note is
printed out for the student to sign.
The school then forwards the application and promissory note to
the student's selected lender, and
the lender sends the loan money.
"The whole application and guarantee process takes no more than
10 to 15 minutes," Geo Mickelson,
TGSLC staff member and project
co-manager, said.
"Rather than waiting four to six
weeks from the time they apply for
a loan to the time they receive their
money, under Instant Guarantee,
studentscanapplyandreceive their
loan dollars in about a week," he
said.
Mon.·Frl.
10am-8pm
Sat.
Noon-6pm

Students & Faculty
10% off with I.D.
Single Tan $5
$25
10 Tans

1 Month

$35

3 Months

$99

-

504 N. 10th SI.,

Suite 87, McAllen

682-2088

• Group Travel - student organizations
• We do not charge for our service
Stop by our campus office at University Center Room
319 or call at 316-1971 for your travel needs.

Sato'fraver
A Full Servfre 'IraveJ O>mpany

· •:
'

ce o at1ona nv1tahona Fa::~t '·
Championship in New Orleans, Louisiana 1·

•:·

.

LIDIFORM
-CENTER

FREE STUDENT
TEXT
Scieix:e am Health wi
Keytothe~
by Mazy Baker F.ddy

CALL

The Largest and most Complete inventory of
Medical Uniforms & Accessories in South Texas

STUDENT LAB COATS, STETHOSCOPES
&

STUDENT AND GROUP DISCOUNTS

11111 E •

Your Student Service Fees at ·

IEl

686-0091
515 S. Main McAllen

t u,g~~t•rThe Division Qf~S~

686-4241

Oiristian Scieme
Reading Room
911 N. Main St. • M::Allen

OPEN Tues. & Thurs.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

RESTA URANT , ENTE RTAIN MENT CENTE R

THE GENTL EMEN OF PHI KAPPA THET A
PROUDLY.PRESENT: GREE K NIGH T
THURSDAY, SEPT. 7, 1995 • COME AND MEET THE FRATERNIT IES & SORORITY
AS WELL AS OTHER STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS • FROM UT-PAN AMERICAN

NO COVER WITH UT-PAN AM I.D. • 18 YEARS AND OLDER WELCOME
25¢ DRAFf;BAR DRINKS & WINE TILL 11 P.M. • $1 SHINER BOCK ALL NIGHT
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET AT 8 P.M.
ALSO ROCKET MAN WILL BE SERVING $1 HEINEKEN DRAFf ALL NIGHT
FREE VIDEO GAME PLAY 8 P.M. TILL 11 P.M.
POOL TOURNMENT STARTING AT 9 P.M. FOR $150 IN CASH AND PRIZES.
B-104 LIVE

